ENVIRONMENTAL AND SUSTAINABILITY POLICY
Statement of Purpose
Paramount Platforms Ltd are committed to environmental sustainability practices at all levels in our
company. We will comply with all relevant environmental legislation and regulations.
We strive to keep high standards and keep up to date with current guidelines so are a member of
The British Safety Council and we are working towards ISO9001 and ISO14001.

In the Office
-

We aim to reduce the use of energy, water and resources such as minimising printing on paper.
We look to re-use plastics where practical.
We re-cycle paper, plastic and glass.
Having a fully functioning kitchen means no need for one use products and helps minimise food
waste.
- A clean and tidy office space with plants creates a welcoming, calm environment.
- We have installed electrical charging points for staff cars.

On the Road
- We are FORS Silver accredited which acknowledges the high standards of maintenance on our
vehicles and that we monitor compliance of driver legislation and vehicle gas emissions as well as
ensuring all vehicles follow best practice for safety.
- Good route planning optimises journey time and minimises fuel usage.
- We promote our drivers to use “defensive driving” techniques as this conserves fuel, reduces
wear and tear and reduces maintenance costs.

In the Workshop
As well as our trucks being maintained and tested at local, nationally approved garages, we have our
own workshop that maintain and test all our mobile elevated work platforms (MEWPs).
- We ensure all controlled waste is safely stored on site.
- The licensed disposal waste contractor we use re-cycles our waste oil.
- We ensure that any oil/fuel spillages do not pollute drains and water run off areas and are
promptly tidied to stop slips.
- We try to keep depot noise down during unsocial hours, this is part of our Driver Induction.
- Consideration is given to suppliers based on quality and environmental factors, fully
encompassed in our Quality Policy.

To Our Customers
- We have the largest fleet of Electric/Lithium/Bi-fuel spider type MEWPs.
- We always look to enhance our fleet with the latest technology which encompasses greater
efficiency, low noise pollution and more environmentally friendly options.
- All driver/operators are IPAF accredited ensuring high standards.
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